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Trump: Trade talks going well

Brexit talks looking up

Premier ‘horrified’ by busfires

President Donald Trump has offered
an upbeat assessment of US-China
trade talks and says he would meet at
the White House with the leader of the
Chinese negotiating team. Expectations
were low that the negotiations would
do much to resolve a 15-month trade
battle that is weighing on the global
economy. But as the first of an expected
two days of talks wrapped up, Trump
told reporters at the White House, “We’re
doing very well.”

The European Union says that talks
with the UK to find an amicable divorce
deal are back on track, despite huge
challenges and a looming end-of-month
deadline for Britain to leave the bloc. EU
Council President Donald Tusk said he
had “received promising signals” from
Irish Prime Minister Leo Varadkar that a
Brexit deal was still possible, so he had
extended a deadline to continue the
Brexit talks.

As a regional NSW community comes to
terms with the deaths of a much-loved
elderly couple in this week’s devastating
bushfires, the premier has warned the
deadly blaze “gives us a taste of what’s
ahead” this summer. The bodies of
77-year-old Bob Lindsey and Gwen
Hyde, 68, were found in their destroyed
Coongbar home, two days after fire
roared through the region. Premier
Gladys Berejiklian said she was “shocked
and horrified” to hear about the fatalities.

rest of the world

rest of the world

NEW ZEALAND

Typhoon heads for Tokyo

Three crushed in bridge collapse

Air NZ CEO to enter politics

A powerful typhoon is forecast to bring
up to 80cm (31 inches) of rain and
damaging winds to the Tokyo area and
Japan’s Pacific coast this weekend, and
the government warned residents to
stockpile necessities and leave high-risk
places before it’s too dangerous. Rugby
World Cup matches and other events
were cancelled for Saturday, and flights
and train services were halted.

Three people have been killed and
two injured in the collapse of bridge
in eastern China. An overloaded truck
reportedly caused the bridge in Jiangsu
province to buckle. The truck was
reportedly carrying 187 tons of goods
on a span where the maximum allowed
load is 65 tons. The collapsed overpass
trapped three cars under it, killing the
three people inside them. China this year
has had several serious industrial and
transportation accidents.

The outgoing chief of Air New Zealand
has confirmed a richly-anticipated shift
into New Zealand politics, adding weight
to the opposition’s bid to tilt Jacinda
Ardern from power. Kiwi business titan
Christopher Luxon has announced he
will nominate to be National’s candidate
in the seat of Botany for next year’s
election. He’s yet to formally win the
party’s backing, but the 49-year-old’s
election already appears certain.
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Woman missing as homes burn

Assange to remain in jail

Morrison arrives in Fiji

An 89-year-old woman was missing
after a wind-driven wildfire sparked by
burning trash swept through a Southern
California mobile home park, destroying
dozens of residences. Lois Arvickson
called her son Don Turner from her
cellphone to say she was evacuating
shortly after the blaze was reported in
the Calimesa area, Turner said. “She said
she’s getting her purse and she’s getting
out, and the line went dead,” he said.

Julian Assange is to remain in prison
despite reaching the end of the custody
period for his most recent jail term.
Former home secretary Sajid Javid signed
an order in June allowing Assange to be
extradited to the US over computerhacking allegations. He was then jailed for
50 weeks in the UK after he jumped bail
by going into hiding in the Ecuadorian
embassy in London. The WikiLeaks
founder had been due to be released
from HMP Belmarsh on September 22.

Prime Minister Scott Morrison has
touched down in Fiji to meet with local
leader Frank Bainimarama, aiming
to ease tensions over environmental
issues with sport and kava. Morrison
was overcome with the humidity in
Suva, taking off his fogged glasses after
embracing the Fijian leader. The leaders
had a quick one-on-one meeting, where
they ticked off a plan to make it easier to
import kava.
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Oil prices spike as tanker hit

Thousands flee Turkey offensive

Mayors spend big on China visits

Two missiles struck an Iranian tanker
travelling through the Red Sea off the
coast of Saudi Arabia on Friday, Iranian
officials said, the latest incident in the
region amid months of heightened
tensions between Tehran and the US.
There was no word from Saudi Arabia on
the reported attack and Saudi officials did
not immediately respond to requests for
comment. Oil prices spiked by 2 per cent
on the news.

Turkish forces have pushed deeper into
northeastern Syria on the third day of
Ankara’s cross-border offensive against
Syrian Kurdish fighters that has set off
another mass displacement of civilians
and met with widespread criticism from
the international community. There were
casualties on both sides and Turkey
reported its first military fatality, saying a
soldier was “martyred” in the fighting.

The country’s mayors have made more
trips to China in recent years than they
have to all other countries combined.
Figures obtained by RNZ showed since
2014, 32 mayors have made a total of 73
trips there. The majority were paid for by
ratepayers, but Chinese businesses and
governments have funded about a third
of the visits. The numbers, from most of
the country’s district and city councils,
show mayors have made a total of 73
visits to China since 2014.
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US President Donald Trump. – AP

Surging waves hit a breakwater in Kiho, Japan as Typhoon Hagibis approaches. – AP
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China trade talks going
very well: Trump

Powerful typhoon heads
for Tokyo

President Donald Trump has offered an upbeat
assessment of US-China trade talks and says he would
meet at the White House with the leader of the Chinese
negotiating team.

A powerful typhoon is forecast to bring up to 80cm
(31 inches) of rain and damaging winds to the Tokyo
area and Japan’s Pacific coast this weekend, and the
government warned residents to stockpile necessities
and leave high-risk places before it’s too dangerous.

Expectations were low that the negotiations would do much to
resolve a 15-month trade battle that is weighing on the global
economy.
But as the first of an expected two days of talks wrapped up,
Trump told reporters at the White House, “We’re doing very
well … We’re going to see them tomorrow, right here, and it’s
going very well.”
Chinese Vice Premier Liu He is leading the delegation in
the 13th round of negotiations with US Trade Representative
Robert Lighthizer and Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin.
The world’s two biggest economies are deadlocked over
US allegations that China steals technology and pressures
foreign companies to hand over trade secrets as part of a
sharp-elbowed drive to become a world leader in advanced
industries such as robotics and self-driving cars.
Under Trump, the United States has slapped tariffs on more
than $360 billion worth of Chinese imports and is planning
to hit another $160 billion December 15. That would extend
import taxes to virtually everything China ships to the United
States. China has hit back by targeting about $120 billion in US
goods, focusing on farm products.
The high cost of the tariffs and uncertainty over when
and how the trade war will end have taken an economic toll,
especially on manufacturing companies. A private survey last
week found that US factory output had dropped to its lowest
level since 2009, when the economy was in the grips of a deep
recession.
Liu met with leaders of the US Chamber of Commerce and
the US-China Business Council. Liu told them the Chinese
negotiators “come with great sincerity” and were ready
to discuss the trade balance, market access and investor
protection, the official Xinhua News Agency reported. ■

Rugby World Cup matches and other events were cancelled
for Saturday, and flights and train services were halted. In the
town of Kiho southwest of Tokyo, shops were boarded up,
boats were anchored and authorities checked coastal levees.
Residents of Tokyo were buying bottled water, instant noodles
and other food.
Meteorological Agency official Yasushi Kajihara said Typhoon
Hagibis resembled a typhoon that hit the Tokyo region in 1958
with heavy rains and left a half-million houses flooded. More
than 1200 people died in that storm.
“In order to protect your own life and your loved ones,
please try to start evacuating early before it gets dark and the
storm becomes powerful,” Kajihara said.
“The government is doing its utmost to prepare for the
approaching typhoon,” disaster management minister Ryota
Takeda said, asking people to prepare early.
Economy Minister Isshu Sugawara urged hospitals and other
public facilities to check their backup power supplies.
Hagibis, which means speed in Filipino, was advancing northnorthwestward with winds of 180km/h (110 mph) gusting to
250km/h (156 mph) on Friday afternoon, the weather agency
said. It was expected to weaken as it hugs the Pacific coast of
Japan’s main island on Saturday, making landfall south of Tokyo
and passing out to sea by Sunday afternoon.
All Nippon Airways grounded all of its domestic flights
scheduled on Saturday at Tokyo’s Haneda and Narita
international airports, while Japan Airlines canceled all but its
early morning flights at Tokyo airports.
Central Japan Railway Co. said it would cancel all bullet train
service between Tokyo and Osaka except for several early
Saturday trains connecting Nagoya and Osaka. ■
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UK Brexit secretary Stephen Barclay, left, is welcomed by European Union chief Brexit

The viaduct flipped over and flattened several vehicles in Wuxi, Jiangsu, China. – AP

negotiator Michel Barnier before their meeting. – AP

UK

rest of the world

Brexit talks on verge
of breakthrough

Three crushed in China
bridge collapse

The European Union says that talks with the UK to find
an amicable divorce deal are back on track, despite huge
challenges and a looming end-of-month deadline for
Britain to leave the bloc.

Three people have been killed and two injured in the
collapse of bridge in eastern China.
An overloaded truck reportedly caused the bridge in Jiangsu
province to buckle.
The truck was reportedly carrying 187 tons of goods on a
span where the maximum allowed load is 65 tons.
The collapsed overpass trapped three cars under it, killing
the three people inside them.
China this year has had several serious industrial and
transportation accidents despite efforts to boost safety.
Accidents have included chemical plant explosions and the
loss of dozens of firefighters in mountain blazes.
Last month, 19 people died in a factory fire in eastern China,
a day after 36 people were killed in a bus crash. ■

EU Council President Donald Tusk said he had “received
promising signals” from Irish Prime Minister Leo Varadkar that
a Brexit deal was still possible, so he had extended a deadline
to continue the Brexit talks.
Tusk said “for the first time” Varadkar and British Prime
Minister Boris Johnson saw a pathway toward a deal. He said
that “even the slightest chance must be used” to get a deal.
Originally, Tusk said he was planning to pull the plug on
talks, but because of the breakthrough he could now see talks
going through the weekend, ahead of the EU’s two-day summit,
which starts next Thursday.
Tusk said “there is no guarantee of success and the time
is practically up” but insisted both sides should use every
opportunity available ahead of Britain’s scheduled October 31
departure date.
“A no-deal Brexit will never be the choice of the EU,” Tusk
said.
Highlighting the upbeat mood, Johnson’s Brexit secretary,
Stephen Barclay, got a warm welcome from EU negotiator
Michel Barnier before they started almost two hours of talks
around breakfast.
After leaving the Brussels meeting, Barnier said: “We had a
constructive meeting with Steve Barclay and the British team
and now I’m going to debrief the 27 ambassadors and the
Brexit steering group of the parliament.
“I’ve already said that Brexit is like climbing a mountain: we
need vigilance, determination and patience.”
Brexit Secretary Stephen Barclay also welcomed a
“constructive meeting” in Brussels. ■
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Outgoing Air New Zealand CEO Christopher Luxon. – AAP
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Premier ‘horrified’ by
deadly bushfires

Exiting Air NZ CEO to
enter politics

As a regional NSW community comes to terms with the
deaths of a much-loved elderly couple in this week’s
devastating bushfires, the premier has warned the
deadly blaze “gives us a taste of what’s ahead” this
summer.

The outgoing chief of Air New Zealand has confirmed a
richly-anticipated shift into New Zealand politics, adding
weight to the opposition’s bid to tilt Jacinda Ardern from
power.
Kiwi business titan Christopher Luxon has announced he will
nominate to be National’s candidate in the seat of Botany for
next year’s election.
He’s yet to formally win the party’s backing, but the 49-yearold’s election already appears certain.
Former National prime minister Sir John Key, who serves
on the Air New Zealand board, has called Luxon a “world
class candidate” – an indication the party will swing behind his
colleague for selection.
Botany, the Auckland-based seat Luxon is targeting, has
been won by National at every election since being created in
2008.
However, incumbent Jamie-Lee Ross, was expelled by the
party last year after an unedifying spat with leader Simon
Bridges.
Ross will take significant political baggage from a term
marked by scandal to the election, and National is confident of
winning the seat back.
Luxon has led the national carrier for six and a half years and
has been credited with banking record profits.
His business credentials put him firmly in the bracket of
potential National leader – and therefore prime minister.
Despite that, his candidacy is likely to help – and not harm
– Bridges’ current leadership, as his decision to stand bolsters
the opposition’s chances of winning next year, and making
Bridges the prime minister.
However, should National lose the election, Luxon will be
firmly in the leadership conversation, as acknowledged by
National MP Nikki Kaye.
“Anything can happen in politics,” she said. “He’s been a
significant business leader. He’s a huge talent.” ■

The bodies of 77-year-old Bob Lindsey and Gwen Hyde, 68,
were found in their destroyed Coongbar home, two days after
fire roared through the region in the state’s north.
Premier Gladys Berejiklian said she was “shocked and
horrified” to hear about the fatalities.
“It demonstrates just how ferocious these fires are but also
how unpredictable they are,” the Liberal leader said.
“It gives us a taste of what’s ahead of us in the next few
months and beyond.”
The Drake fire which killed the couple had been burning for
more than a month before it flared up and hit Coongbar earlier
this week. Fire investigators said it was caused by a lightning
strike.
The neighbouring Busbys Flat fire – which joined up with the
Drake blaze – only started late last week. Police believe it was
deliberately lit.
At least 29 homes have been destroyed in the fires. Crews
from South Australia and Victoria, and personnel from the
Northern Territory, have been drafted in to help tackle them.
The Drake fire was being controlled while the Busbys Flat
blaze remained out of control.
Local Ken Crowther said the couple was well known in the
small Coongbar community 40km southwest of Casino.
NSW Police said the circumstances of their deaths would be
“subject to an extensive investigation”.
Some 72 sheds and small buildings and two community
facilities have been destroyed in the bushfires, according to the
most recent count.
The RFS asid 30 bush and grass fires were still burning
across the state. Nine were uncontained. ■
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Firefighters try to protect surrounding homes as they battle the Sandalwood Fire in the

Iranian oil tanker Sabiti. – AP

Villa Calimesa Mobile Home Park.– AP

NORTH AMERICA

rest of the world

Woman missing as
mobile homes burn

Oil prices spike as
Iranian tanker hit

An 89-year-old woman was missing after a wind-driven
wildfire sparked by burning trash swept through a
Southern California mobile home park, destroying
dozens of residences.

Two missiles struck an Iranian tanker travelling through
the Red Sea off the coast of Saudi Arabia on Friday,
Iranian officials said, the latest incident in the region
amid months of heightened tensions between Tehran
and the US.

Lois Arvickson called her son Don Turner from her cellphone to
say she was evacuating shortly after the blaze was reported in
the Calimesa area, Turner said while with family members at an
evacuation centre.
“She said she’s getting her purse and she’s getting out, and
the line went dead,” he said.
Arvickson’s neighbours saw her getting into her car in her
garage as flames approached, according to Turner. A short
time later the neighbours saw the garage on fire, but they don’t
know if she’d managed to escape, he said.
Riverside County fire officials said they were still trying to
determine if anybody was unaccounted for after 74 structures
were destroyed.
Previously authorities said they responded to “numerous”
medical emergencies at the park. Several residents were
transported to hospitals but there were no details on their
conditions, county fire Captain Fernando Herrera said.
Turner said he had been checking hospitals.
Fire danger is high throughout California after the typically
dry summer and early fall. The high temperatures and winds
predicted for inland areas of Southern California materialised
mid-afternoon, when the driver of a commercial trash truck
dumped the load to prevent the vehicle from catching fire.
Dry grass quickly ignited and winds gusting to 50mph
(80km/h) blew the fire into the Villa Calimesa Mobile Home
Park, where Arvickson lived alone about 75 miles (120km) east
of downtown Los Angeles. The park has 110 home sites and
was built in 1958, according to its website. TV helicopter video
showed vehicles and structures that were total losses.
Fire officials were investigating what caused the trash in the
truck to catch fire. ■

There was no word from Saudi Arabia on the reported attack
and Saudi officials did not immediately respond to requests for
comment. Oil prices spiked by 2 per cent on the news.
“This latest incident, if confirmed to be an act of aggression
is highly likely to be part of the wider narrative of deteriorating
relations between Saudi and the US and Iran,” private maritime
security firm Dryad Maritime warned.
“It is likely that the region, have being stable for the last
month, will face another period of increasing maritime threats,
as the Iranian and Saudi geopolitical stand-off continues,” it
added.
Iranian state television said the explosion damaged two
storerooms aboard the oil tanker and caused an oil leak into
the Red Sea near the Saudi port city of Jiddah. The leak was
later stopped, IRNA reported.
The state-run IRNA news agency, quoting Iran’s National
Iranian Tanker Co, identified the stricken vessel as the Sabiti.
It turned on its tracking devices late on Friday morning in the
Red Sea, putting its location some 130km (80 miles) southwest
of Jiddah, according to data from MarineTraffic.com. The ship
is carrying some 1 million barrels of crude oil, according to an
analysis from data firm Refinitiv.
Images released by Iran’s Petroleum Ministry appeared to
show no visible damage to the Sabiti visible from its bridge,
though they did not show the ship’s sides. Satellite images of
the area showed no visible smoke.
The ministry’s SHANA news agency said no ship nor any
authority in the area responded to its distress messages. ■
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Julian Assange. – AP

Turks near the border watch smoke billowing from targets inside Syria. – AP
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Assange to remain in jail
over flight fears

More deaths as countless
flee Turkey offensive

Julian Assange is to remain in prison despite reaching the
end of the custody period for his most recent jail term.

Turkish forces have pushed deeper into northeastern
Syria on the third day of Ankara’s cross-border offensive
against Syrian Kurdish fighters that has set off another
mass displacement of civilians and met with widespread
criticism from the international community.

Former home secretary Sajid Javid signed an order in June
allowing Assange to be extradited to the US over computerhacking allegations.
He was then jailed for 50 weeks in the UK after he jumped
bail by going into hiding in the Ecuadorian embassy in London.
The WikiLeaks founder was due to be released from HMP
Belmarsh on September 22, but was told at a court hearing
last month that he would be kept in jail because of “substantial
grounds” for believing he would abscond.
The 48-year-old appeared at Westminster Magistrates’ Court
via video-link from Belmarsh prison for a brief hearing, where
he was told by deputy senior district judge Tan Ikram that he
would remain in custody “for the same reasons as before”.
Mr Ikram told Assange that he would be required to attend a
further case management hearing in person on October 21.
A final hearing in Assange’s extradition case is due to take
place in February.
Assange entered the embassy in 2012 to avoid extradition to
Sweden.
He spent nearly seven years living inside until being
dramatically dragged out by police in April after Ecuador
revoked his political asylum. ■

There were casualties on both sides and Turkey reported its
first military fatality, saying a soldier was “martyred” in the
fighting.
Earlier, at least six civilians were reported killed in Turkey
and seven in Syria have been killed since Ankara this week
launched the air and ground operation into Syria’s northeast,
after President Donald Trump opened the way by pulling
American troops from their positions near the border and
abandoning US-allied Syrian Kurdish fighters.
SYRIA ATTACK: UN fails to agree on Turkey
Trump’s unexpected decision came as he faces an
impeachment inquiry at home and drew swift criticism from
Republicans and Democrats in Congress, along with many
national defence experts who say it’s endangered not only the
Syrian Kurds and regional stability but US credibility as well.
The Syrian Kurdish militia was the only US ally in the campaign
that brought down the Islamic State group in Syria.
Trump warned Turkey to act with moderation and safeguard
civilians. But the barrages of the invasion so far showed little
sign of holding back.
In Syria, residents fled with their belongings loaded into cars,
pickup trucks and motorcycle rickshaws, while others escaped
on foot. The UN refugee agency said tens of thousands were
on the move, and aid agencies warned that nearly a half-million
people near the border were at risk – in scenes similar to
those from a few years ago, when civilians fled the Islamic State
group militants.
On Friday morning, plumes of black smoke billowed from
the Syrian border town of Tel Abyad as Turkey continued
bombarding the area. ■
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Prime Minister Scott Morrison and Fiji Prime Minister Frank Bainimarama in Suva. – AAP

– RNZ
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PM arrives in Fiji for
rugby diplomacy

Mayors spend thousands
on China visits

Prime Minister Scott Morrison has touched down in Fiji
to meet with local leader Frank Bainimarama, aiming to
ease tensions over environmental issues with sport and
kava.

The country’s mayors have made more trips to China
in recent years than they have to all other countries
combined.
Figures obtained by RNZ showed since 2014, 32 mayors have
made a total of 73 trips there. The majority were paid for by
ratepayers, but Chinese businesses and governments have
funded about a third of the visits.
The numbers, from most of the country’s district and city
councils, show mayors have made a total of 73 visits to China
since 2014. Councils spent nearly $250,000 on those trips –
with mayors, Chinese businesses and governments covering
the rest of the cost.
Most trips were to establish sister relationships with
cities and regions or to promote New Zealand at expos and
conferences.
On average, mayors who have travelled to China have visited
twice since 2014. But the outgoing mayor of Dunedin and
president of Local Government New Zealand, Dave Cull, has
visited almost twice a year.
The trips were for conferences including the NZ China
Mayoral Forum, UNESCO Creative Cities Beijing Summit and
the Global Health Forum on Healthy Cities.
Dunedin has been in a “sister city” partnership with Shanghai
since the mid-90s and Cull described it as a “good friendship”.
Their partnership is more than just transactional, he said.
“It’s very difficult to put it in terms of ‘here is the financial
benefit to our city’ because … the benefits are spread through
various industries.
“It might be a [film] director gets a scholarship in Shanghai
and then gets filming rights to something and another film
crew comes here and spends several thousand dollars on
location here and it just builds up and builds up.”
Marlborough District Council forked out the most on travel
to China – $36,710.99 was spent on three trips. Mayor John
Leggett travelled to Ningxia, Marlborough’s ‘sister region’ and
the third largest wine region in China, on all three occasions. ■

Morrison was overcome with the humidity in Suva, taking off
his fogged glasses after embracing the Fijian leader.
The leaders had a quick one-on-one meeting, where they
ticked off a plan to make it easier to import kava.
The bitter drink, which has mild sedative and euphoric
properties, is culturally important in Pacific communities but
has had import restrictions in Australia for many years.
Vanuatu Prime Minister Charlot Salwai first raised the idea
with Morrison while in Port Vila in January.
Morrison made the announcement at the start of a working
lunch with Fijian and Australian ministers, including Foreign
Minister Marise Payne and Pacific Minister Alex Hawke.
“Thank you for the announcement on kava, the whole of Fiji
has been waiting for that,” Bainimarama said, to laughter.
Morrison is working to smooth tensions with the Fijian
leader, who remains a vocal champion for environmental
action despite Australia’s insistence it’s doing enough.
China’s presence in Suva will also be unavoidable for the
Australian leader, who drove over the Fiji-China friendship
bridge on his way to the meeting, with a 30-storey tower being
built by Beijing looming close by.
It’s set to be the tallest building in the Pacific islands.
It’s also a stone’s throw away from where Morrison’s PM’s
XIII rugby league women’s and men’s team will play their Fijian
counterparts, in a first for the two nations.
Despite tensions, the leaders last month signed the FijiAustralia Vuvale Partnership while Bainimarama visited
Canberra.
Vuvale is the Fijian word for “family”, which Morrison has
stressed as a key part of his Pacific Step Up program to build
closer ties between Australia and the Pacific. ■
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